July 17, 2017
Anne Secord
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045

anne_secord@fws.gov
Sharon Brooks
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
625 Broadway
Albany, NY 12223-7012

sharon.brooks@dec.ny.gov

RE: Onondaga Lake NRDA Restoration Plan and Environmental Assessment
Dear Ms. Secord and Ms. Brooks:
The Neighbors of Onondaga Nation is a grassroots organization of Central New Yorkers that
recognizes and supports the sovereign rights of the traditional government of the Onondaga
Nation. Along with the Onondaga Nation and its people we are determined to carry out our
responsibilities to bring about the full recovery of Onondaga Lake and its watershed, including
Onondaga Creek. The Natural Resource Damage Assessment and Restoration (NRDAR) process
represents an opportunity in that direction. We appreciate the work of the Trustees to attempt to
assess and compensate for the damage done by the reckless action of Honeywell and others who,
for decades, knowingly and deliberately poured waste mercury and other poisons directly into the
lake and filled in the lake’s wetlands and ponds as a “cheap” way of ridding themselves of the solid
wastes produced by their manufacturing processes. However, as much as they can be assessed, the
currently proposed projects appear to fall far short of being adequate compensation.
First and foremost, we write in support of the Onondaga Nation’s critique and comments on this
plan. We similarly ask that more information about projects be provided; that community
proposed projects are given adequate opportunity to provide the “lack of information” for which
they were disregarded, despite the Trustees providing forms with limited space and never asking
for additional information; that the suite of proposed projects be reconsidered; and that a second
draft of this plan be provided for adequate public comment before a final plan is released.
We offer the following additional comments:

1. Concerns over the assessment of injury
The assessment of injury as described in the RP/EA focuses only on harm to natural resources and
recreational opportunities, particularly recreational fishing, and does not describe this harm
throughout time. We feel this is inadequate to truly describe the harm caused to the people and
beings who live near Onondaga Lake.
We strongly encourage the Trustees to fully consider the incredible extent of that harm that had
accrued at Onondaga Lake by the time remediation began, and the legacy of harm that will
continue into the future. “But for the release of hazardous substances” by Allied, which acquired
Honeywell in 1999 and kept the Honeywell name, Onondaga Lake fish would have been edible;
people would not fear the lake; and Syracuse would not have been home to “The Most Polluted
Lake in the America,” with corresponding negative associations. Onondaga Lake would have been
an asset rather than a liability, even with a sewage plant on its shores (as many Finger Lakes also
have). People have largely been divorced from this lake.
The pollution and industrial wasteland created by Honeywell and its predecessor companies
attracted additional polluting companies. Pollution attracted pollution, as hazardous wastes were
co-deposited in the wastebeds and associated chemical industries proliferated. Our healthy lake
that in the early 1900s (before the pollution got too bad) attracted resorts and visitors (including
Onondagas in their own ways and times) and provided whitefish for NYC restaurants was turned
into a wasteland of pollution.1 Most local residents today are shocked to learn this is what the lake
was once like. We know no other lake.
Further, this pollution had profound impacts on the Onondaga. Imagine, for a moment, that the
most sacred place in your religion, or the most historic place to your people, had been so badly
polluted that you could no longer safely visit it in the way that you once regularly did. It is a
message that the world does not value you or your people. It directly divorces you from practices
that your culture has regarding that place. How do you account for that harm? How do you place a
value on what is priceless? To attempt to do so only creates more cultural harm.
The negative impact of the widespread pollution and separation of people from “natural resources”
on the psyche of local residents and the Onondaga cannot be emphasized enough. When your
community’s claim to fame is “The Most Polluted Lake in America,” it is hard to think positively
of the community. Syracuse residents are now known for generally being negative about new ideas,
of having a sense of “we don’t deserve any better.” This is changing in recent decades as Onondaga
Lake is improving, and new people are attracted to the area, but the toxic legacy we are being left
with will continue to have impacts.
People will still –rightly– fear swimming in the lake, either from gut common sense or knowing
that toxins are not considered in swimmability decisions and millions of cubic yards of waste are
left at the bottom of the lake, for future generations to deal with. No one can eat fish regularly
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from Onondaga Lake, and it is not guaranteed people ever will be able to. Local foragers, native
and non-native, cannot trust the plants they might collect from areas around Onondaga Lake are
not laced with pollutants. We remain divorced from the natural world in all but the most
superficial ways, of brief visits and recreational fishing. This is not enough.
The worst part is, we cannot remember what it is like to have a truly clean lake. The recent op-ed
by professors Ringler and Leopold from SUNY-ESF illustrates this environmental Stockholm
Syndrome, touting the improvements at the lake as sufficient. We greatly appreciate the work that
they and others have put into habitat restoration around Onondaga Lake, which has resulted in
impressive surface-level improvements. However, it is imperative to not lose sight of the truth:
more could have been done, and we are being left with a toxic legacy. As Neighbors of the
Onondaga Nation, we demand better for all who live in this area.
The extent of the pollution of Onondaga Lake was unprecedented, as noted by the designation of
“most polluted.” We deserve an unprecedented remediation, and an unprecedented NRD
settlement.

2. Incorporation of the Onondaga Nation’s Vision for a Clean Onondaga Lake
While the public presentations by Mr. Lynch and Ms. Secord included an image of the Onondaga
Nation’s Vision for a Clean Onondaga Lake, we see limited incorporation of the vision set forth in
that document in the RP/EA. We would like to state for the record that this vision for the future
of Onondaga Lake is important to the general public, as well.
There is an important legal concept involved in the CERCLA legislation that established the
NRDAR process. It refers to “making the public whole,” through compensation for the wholesale
destruction of the web of life that makes up what our non-Native culture dimly recognizes as
“natural resources and services.” Making the public whole, from our understanding of the
perspective of the Onondaga and Haudenosaunee peoples, means restoring relations of mutual
respect and responsibility between the fish, the people, the plants, the soils, tributaries; the sum of
everything living in the watershed. We understand that the restoration of these relations may be
beyond what the NRDAR process can undertake, however, we strongly insist that whatever
projects are authorized through the NRDAR process should be consistent with and not contrary to
an understanding of what the Onondaga Nation envisions for a clean Onondaga Lake.2 This is
clearly possible given that “under Federal law, the Trustees are authorized to act on behalf of the
public to assess and recover natural resource damages, and to plan and implement actions to
restore, replace, rehabilitate, or acquire the equivalent of injured natural resources and resource
services lost due to the release of hazardous substances.” 3
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Some of the proposed projects may, in fact, be consistent with the Onondaga Nation’s vision for a
restored Onondaga Lake, for example, the preservation and habitat restoration along Nine Mile
and Onondaga Creek; identifying and removal of invasive species; provision of habitat structure
for fish, amphibians and invertebrates; restoration of wetland and fish habitat at the county parks
and 100 acres of warm season grassland restoration.
What is glaringly missing however is an overall recognition of the need for a healing. As the
Onondaga Vision expresses it, “Before the pollution … The Lake bottom was rich with life. The
soils around the lake filtered and cleaned the groundwater which provided clean water to the lake.
The land needs to be healed in order for the lake to be healed.”4 The remediation projects in and
around Onondaga Lake are currently inadequate to meet this goal, and the NRDAR assessment
needs to acknowledge this.

3. Concern: proposed trails and recreational fishing opportunities may increase
harm
People will not be made whole until “the full and proper relationship with the land by people,
plants and animals may be resumed.” This is impossible simply by covering over contaminated
soils and building “recreational enhancement projects” that include trails made with impermeable
materials and recreational fishing opportunities where eating the fish remains unsafe. While we
recognize the importance and value of bringing people to the shore to hike, bike, fish, and observe
nature, the current plans leave much to be desired.
First, serious contamination remains in place at Wastebed B. We should avoid the mistakes of
Wastebeds 1-8 and not build trails that require fences to keep people on the path to stay safe.
Rather, adequate remediation of the site, including the removal of waste, should be completed
long before a trail is built, and to standards that allow people to explore off-trail.
Second, the proposed trail runs close to the shoreline along Wastebed B, precluding the
establishment of riparian habitat or wetlands as part of the remediation. Onondaga Lake was once
surrounded by wetlands; more need to be constructed to begin to make up for the habitat loss that
occurred by the acres of wetlands covered by Solvay Waste and co-deposited hazardous substances.
Completion of a safe pedestrian route around Onondaga Lake to connect Syracuse with the Lake
is a good goal; however, it does not need to be directly on the lakeshore at every moment.
Thirdly, the emphasis on increased fishing opportunities will attract subsistence as well as
recreational fishers.5 All recreational fishing projects need clear signage in multiple languages and
clear graphics (such as the sign developed by the Onondaga Lake Watershed Partnership) to
inform people that women and children should not eat fish from Onondaga Lake, and to check
the advisories for men.
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4. Additional projects and project elements
Here are a few of the projects we would like to promote and which we believe is consistent with
making the people, native and non-native, as well as the watershed whole. These projects can be
fleshed out in more detail upon request and collaboration, which we strongly encourage the
Trustees to do, not only for our suggestions but for the other community-proposed projects that
were dismissed for “lack of information.”

Lower Onondaga Creek
There is no place in the Onondaga Lake Watershed with more room for potential restoration than
lower Onondaga Creek. Currently, the Creek is a fenced-in channel from which the surrounding
community is separated, and the community has spoken clearly that they want this to change.
Projects that restore access, habitat, and recreational opportunities to Onondaga Creek would be
excellent compensatory projects for the immense harm from the historical lack of access to
Onondaga Lake due to pollution. These projects by necessity will involve widening the area of
Onondaga Creek and reducing the slope of the steep walls that create dangerous situations for
people. We ask that these projects be designed in a way to increase the capacity of Onondaga
Creek to handle floodwaters, and be designed in full consultation with the neighboring
community.

Public Education
The history and cultural knowledge of Onondaga Lake held by the Onondaga Nation and
Haudenosaunee Confederacy has been isolated from the larger community as a result of the lake's
pollution and related activities. This is a harm to the general public. In order that “the full and
proper relationship with the land by people, plants and animals may be resumed,” we would like
to see projects that include sharing as much of the Haudenosaunee perspective as they are willing
to share. This should include not only history but also celebrate the Haudenosaunee as
contemporary peoples and share the perspective that the lake and all its components and lifeways,
including us, have duties with which we have been endowed by the Creator. This includes the
duties that humans have to acknowledge and respect and care for all that Onondaga Lake provides.
These may include:
-‐
-‐

Installing information kiosks along all the trails and appropriate projects that recognize the
Onondaga people and their stories and perspectives and that may invite people to visit the
Ska:noñh Center for more information;
Make copies of the Onondaga Nation’s Vision for a Clean Onondaga Lake available in
signage and pamphlets;

-‐

Support the Ska:noñh Center as a teaching center for Onondaga history, ways of life and
the history and stories that the Onondaga Nation continue to share.

With NRDAR funding, Neighbors of the Onondaga would collaborate with the Onondaga Nation
leadership to develop the content and design of the signs. We have already successfully partnered
with Onondaga County Parks to replace one out-of-date information sign (see pictures). Further
budget information is available upon request.
If the RP/EA can fund a visitor’s center, it can fund these projects.

Restoration and care for the natural world
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

Traditional gardens where they can thrive and be safely consumed. Corn, beans, squash,
berries and fruit trees.
Projects that support the return of edible fish, including a long-term commitment to the
return of fish Native to Onondaga Lake: whitefish, Atlantic Salmon, horned dace, brook
trout, sturgeon and eel.
A long term commitment to include restoration of native trees such as black ash, willow,
elm, butternut, red maple, chestnut, tamarack, cedar, and others in restoration projects,
rather than non-native species.
A plan to further reduce chemical contamination through planting trees that take up and
detoxify organic compounds and lock up metals.

-‐

Construction of sound barriers along highways to decrease sound pollution and increase
the ability of humans and other beings to enjoy and feel comfortable at Onondaga Lake.
This should especially be included in plans for restoration at Maple Bay.

Subsistence Fishing
The Trustees have not accounted for the particular harm of people's inability to safely fish at
subsistence levels in Onondaga Lake. Dismissal of subsistence fishing as "unlikely" or "women and
children can't eat fish out of any of New York's lakes due to atmospheric deposition of mercury"
lets Honeywell off the hook too easily. Desire for subsistence fishing is clearly demonstrated by the
recent newspaper articles about the refugees fishing in Onondaga Lake, and restaurants wanting to
serve local fish. Further, mercury deposition is driven by emissions from coal-fired power plants,
many of which have shut down and are likely to remain closed despite Washington politics due to
the economics of running those plants. A recent report highlighted in Scientific American
documents that mercury levels in Atlantic bluefin tuna are rapidly declining, and links that decline
to the reductions in mercury emissions in the US. We can hope that similar trends are happening
in New York State. However, with 9.5 million cubic yards of mercury contaminated sediments still
left at the bottom of Onondaga Lake, some of which is under a cap that has failed three times and
other portions remain uncapped, we find it hard to expect that mercury levels in fish will ever be
safe enough to eat fish in any quantity out of Onondaga Lake. This is an ongoing harm that is not
addressed by the NRDAR projects.
We propose that NRDAR monies fund a fish trade program, where invasive species, carp in
particular (which currently are so harmful as to require constructed wetlands to have “carp
exclusion fences”) are traded pound-for-pound for fish species known to have low mercury levels.
In this way, like New Zealand’s fur trade for the invasive possum, we create a market for invasive
species in an attempt to control or eradicate their population, and provide free fish to those who
take the time to catch the fish.
An example of such a program is on the Passaic River. The well-publicized problems in that
program should not be a deterrent to trying such a program here, but rather a guide decisions that
would ensure the design of a successful program. Selection of fish species and sources known to
have low pollutant levels and are raised in ways that do not harm the environment should be built
into the program from the beginning, such as tilapia raised through aquaponics. So should good
disposal methods, ensuring that the fish are sent to a properly lined landfill rather than an
incinerator.
One of the critiques of the Passaic River program was that it reduced the harm for which the
polluters were liable. It is important to note that the fish exchange program in that instance was
set up by the polluters prior to any remediation or restoration settlements. At Onondaga Lake we have a
different situation: the responsible party has “completed” its remediation activities and is settling
its NRDAR liabilities. As the fish remain unsafe to eat at a subsistence level, and still more so
than fish from surrounding waterbodies impacted only by atmospheric deposition, a fish exchange

program should be in place until fish in Onondaga Lake are consistently at similar levels as fish in
other lakes. This should be considered primary restoration.

Conclusion
We are asking for a shift in perspective in Onondaga Lake NRDAR process. The NRDAR trustees
took several years to produce the current plans, most of it without public participation. We
understand that the Onondaga Nation is also a Trustee in this process with DEC and US Fish and
Wildlife. Our understanding is that the Onondaga Nation stopped participating in the cooperative
assessment with the other Trustees as it became clear that their perspective and values were being
ignored. This troubles us greatly and we encourage the DEC and USFWS to not discount their
perspectives further. We wish to see the NRDAR process create a big step forward in making the
“Onondaga Nation’s Vision for a Clean Onondaga Lake” a workable plan.
Sincerely,
Jack Manno, Professor Emeritus of Environmental Studies, SUNY ESF
Andy Mager, Community Organizer, and
Lindsay Speer, Environmental Community Organizer
for
Neighbors of the Onondaga Nation
2013 East Genessee Street
Syracuse NY 13210

